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Abstract: 
 
Conceptualisations of movement and mobility within geography are 
increasingly complicating reductive and sedentarist understandings which 
have tended to theorise mobility either as meaningless, or as the practical 
outcome of ‘rational’ decision makers. Until quite recently there has been a 
sedentarist bias in cultural geographic enquiry which has resulted in negative 
readings of mobility as insensate, polluting and harmful. Conversely, whilst 
transport geography has long explored people’s daily mobility, it has used a 
primarily quantitative toolkit to explore the ‘rational’ reasons why movement 
occurs. The corollary of this has been an assumption that meaning is derived 
from points A and B, and an emphasis on explaining travel choice by eliciting 
linguistic accounts of movement. More recent research has begun to 
problematise such understandings and in doing so illuminate potential 
avenues of enquiry. Consequently this review makes an argument for 
research into cycling to explore the content of the line between A and B in 
order to highlight the often fleeting and ephemeral meanings which can 
contribute significantly to what movement means. An essential part of this 
project is for research to focus on the ‘immaterial’ embodied and sensory 
aspects of mobility which have previously been neglected or marginalised. In 
order to realise these goals this paper also makes a case for broadening out 
the palette of methods used to study mobility and discusses the use of video 
as one possible way to provide more nuanced accounts of people’s journeys.  
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Until quite recently the main purposes of research into mobility - and cycling in 

particular – appear to have broadly followed two lines of enquiry: firstly, much 

work on urban cycling seeks to understand why people move – what prompts 

them to make a particular journey in a particular way? (see for example 

Axhausen et al, 2000; Dill & Carr, 2003; Garling & Axhausen, 2003; Krizek & 

Johnson, 2006; Pikora et al, 2003; Rietveld & Daniel, 2004) Secondly, 

research has also focused on how people move around in a particular space. 

Here the goal is often to predict and standardise movements so that 

‘appropriate’ infrastructure can be designed and built (see for example 

Aultman-Hall et al, 1997; Cervero & Radisch, 1996; Crane & Crepeau, 1998; 

Forester, 1994; Tilahun et al, 2007; Wardman et al, 1997) However, these 

accounts tend to begin with a pre-conceived idea of what cycling as a practice 

entails and it is without fail either transport – getting from A to B - with very 



little attention paid to the experience of traversing the line in between; or a 

particular form of scenic leisure activity. Rather than asking what cycling could 

be, such conceptualisations take a preconceived idea of what cycling should 

be into their research. Consequently, what is left unexplored are other ways in 

which cycling becomes meaningful (see for example, Fincham, 2006; 

Furness, 2007; Horton, 2007; Palmer, 1996) particularly the more ‘immaterial’ 

(Latham & McCormack, 2004), intangible and ephemeral meanings of mobility 

which often arise in the act of journeying and which contribute significantly to 

the heterogeneity of meanings within cycling (Cox, 2005). 

 

Whilst there are of course enormous differences in the status accorded to 

cycling across national boundaries as both a practice and an object of 

enquiry, my focus in this review is on urban cycling in a western context. My 

main proposition in this paper is that research into cycling (and mobility more 

broadly) has to date been overly reductive in the way it attempts to 

understand people’s travel choices, often focusing on ‘rational’ variables such 

as time and distance to explain why people do or do not move. Similarly, 

attempts to understand how people use space and move around have tended 

toward the deterministic through a standardisation of movements and goals 

which serve to both define and prioritise ‘appropriate’ movements at the 

expense of other ways of moving. 

One of the key reasons for the academy’s failure to explore the ‘black box’ of 

mobility is that mobility as the term implies is always on the move. All forms of 

mobility are profoundly embodied and consequently much of the experience 

of moving has remained stubbornly beyond the means of the visual and the 

verbal to decode (Watts & Urry, 2008). As a result, forms of mobility such as 

cycling lend themselves poorly to either apprehension or representation by 

methodological and intellectual techniques which rely on fixed locations and 

language in order to explore and evoke their character. However, this can no 

longer be a reason not to engage with the mobile, fluid and ephemeral. As 

Sheller and Urry (2006) have suggested, in an increasingly mobile world, the 

social sciences must find new ways of exploring the spaces of mobility if they 

are to provide grounded and useful explanations of social life. 

 



As a liminal practice cycling has the potential to provide a number of insights. 

Of particular relevance are its ability to illuminate the complexity and breadth 

of meaning inherent in a practice which is dominantly framed in policy circles 

along narrow lines of environment and health. An emphasis on the everyday 

practices of cycling can also highlight the importance of technology, the body, 

and space in producing styles of mobility. In so doing, cycling research can 

demonstrate the limits to a research agenda which conceives of mobility as a 

rationalised and instrumental practice. Whilst previous accounts regarding 

mobility have often theorised it in terms of push and pull factors at points A 

and B (Cresswell, 2006), in this review paper I seek to explore the hitherto 

less travelled terrain of the line between A and B. 

An auxiliary goal of this review paper is to continue an intermittent 

conversation between cultural geography and transport geography. Whilst 

transport geography has long been concerned with mobility, it has been 

concerned only with certain ‘rational’ forms of mobility, apprehended using 

largely quantitative methodologies. Cultural geography on the other hand has 

equipped itself with a wide range of methodologies and research objects but 

has until recently neglected mobility in favour of a place-based sedentarism. 

The two it would appear have much to learn from each other. 

I begin this review by discussing research which theorises cycling somewhat 

narrowly as a transport practice, highlighting a preoccupation with 

prescriptively defining what cycling should be rather than asking what it could 

be. I then go on to examine the sedentarist bias of human geographic enquiry 

through metaphors of mobility as out of place, as well as more topical 

negative metaphors of automobility as polluting and harmful. I then move on 

to discuss more recent work on mobilities and cycling in relation to the 

mobilities turn in order to explore where future research might usefully be 

targeted. Following on from this I introduce video as a methodological 

innovation which may help to operationalise and extend this wider research 

agenda. 

 

 

 

 



Transport and Cycling 
 

Law (1999) argues that due to its narrow fixation on push and pull factors, and 

despite feminist critiques, research regarding mobility has neglected both 

alternative non-instrumental forms of movement, and different experiences of 

mobility informed by categories such as gender (567). Movement strait-

jacketed as transport is overwhelmingly utilitarian in nature and consequently 

there is an enormous expanse of lived experience that such approaches fail to 

make visible. Certainly few cycling researchers appear to have openly 

acknowledged the heterogeneity of routes through which cycling becomes 

meaningful to people (notable exceptions include Cox, 2005 and Skinner & 

Rosen, 2007). 

Part of the problem lies with the term transport itself because it denotes 

moving in a certain way. According to its official definition, derived from the 

conjoining of the Latin ‘trans’ - ‘across’, and ‘portare’ - ‘to carry’, transport is ‘a 

system or means of conveying people or goods from place to place by means 

of a vehicle’. Transport embodies speed and efficiency; the annihilation of 

space by time through movement. As this definition implies, it suggests origins 

and destinations and very little in between - a non-space of nothingness and 

homogeneity. Transport, more than any other word, has come to denote how 

we (reductively) think about movement and mobility in the West. Because of 

its dominance a potential multiplicity of styles of movement has been 

dominated by a fixation with one style of movement - transport – as accepted 

and appropriate. In turn, transport geography encompasses a relative 

diversity of approaches but has arguably reproduced an onus on movement 

as transport due to a dominant tendency to give primacy to the most readily 

visible and articulable aspects of movement. Within such accounts human 

movement is seen as a product of rationally weighed decisions based around 

push and pull factors such as distance and time. As Cresswell (2006) 

explains, the key concept in such rational accounts is that people don’t move 

unless they have to and thus movement is explained by A and B with the 

content of any movement itself - the line - remaining unexplored (29).  

Cycling has increasingly been positioned within the field of transport 

geography as a panacea to the ills created by automobility. Whilst it is 



impossible to characterise the substantial body of cycling research as any one 

thing and there is evidence that a more nuanced approach is emerging (see 

for example the travel diary related work of Axhausen et al 2000), it is fair to 

say that much of it has been preoccupied with the health and environmental 

benefits associated with cycling; the material and ‘rational’ factors which 

influence why people do or do not cycle; and the dangers of cycling.  Certainly 

the majority of research on cycling has unproblematically situated it under the 

heading of transport and brought with it a largely quantitative methodological 

tool kit (see for example Aultman-Hall et al, 1997; Cervero & Radisch, 1996; 

Crane & Crepeau, 1998; McClintock, 1992; Parkin, 2003; Parkin et al, 2007) 

geared towards understanding cycling (and indeed movement in general) as a 

rational process predicated on decision making whose chief determinants are 

cost, time and the quality of infrastructure and facilities. McClintock (2001) 

specifically notes that cycling research and policy has largely related to 

special infrastructure for cyclists and reducing cycle theft (37). 

Kingham et al (2001) for example describe how survey respondents chose not 

to commute by bicycle because of the perceived constraints of time and 

distance. Dieleman et al’s (2002) research into cycling also relates the modal 

choice of individuals back to the distance travelled and the purpose of travel 

(511), something that also features strongly in the work of Camstra, 1996; 

Crane & Crepeau, 1998; Garling & Axhausen, 2003. In such readings the 

content of the journey is reduced to distance and the meaning of the journey 

is derived from whatever is at point B (work, shopping etc). As Parkin et al 

note, “...transport planning usually affords primacy to estimates of cost and 

time...” (Parkin et al, 2007:69). 

The methods used in to understand cycling in these instances are dominated 

by quantitative tools. Hopkinson & Wardman (1996) for example use cost-

benefit analysis to ascertain the effect of new cycle routes on the numbers 

cycling. Tilahun et al (2007) use stated preference surveys to establish the 

relationships between journey times and the quality of cycling facilities. Hunt 

and Abraham (2007) again use stated preference to ascertain the ‘utility’ of 

facilities such as parking and showering (see also Dill & Carr, 2003; 

Epperson, 1994; Krizek & Johnson, 2006; Pikora et al, 2003; Rietveld & 

Daniel, 2004; Wardlaw, 2000; Wardman et al, 1997).  



The understandings produced through such accounts have their place but 

tend to produce static and undifferentiated accounts of everyday experience 

relying on a limited number of ‘rational’ variables to explain difference (Law 

1999, Cresswell 2006). The point that I want to make regarding much cycling 

research in this vein is that it is overly concerned with instrumental factors as 

entirely determining why and how people move around. What about the 

intangible and ephemeral, the meanings that accrue in the context of the 

journey itself? What about the sensory, kinaesthetic and symbolic aspects of 

cycling? Do they not play a part in defining people’s experience of cycling? As 

Anable & Gatersleben (2005) note, consideration of affective factors needs to 

be more prominent in cycling research if more realistic understandings of 

people’s mobility and their travel choices are to be unearthed. As Skinner and 

Rosen note, 

 

“what is required, then, is a more sophisticated analysis of actual and 

potential travel behaviour. Such an analysis should move the focus 

from the circumstances and choices of an archetypal individual 

towards an understanding of the varied conditions in which differently-

placed people negotiate transport problems and choices. It should also 

recognise that transport behaviours are part of broader constellations 

of attitudes and practices” (Skinner & Rosen, 2007:85).  

 

 

Sedentarism and appropriate mobility 

 

Drawing upon the work of Malkki (1992), according to Cresswell (2006) 

movement has often been positioned as the antithesis of meaningful 

association due to the presence of a sedentarist metaphysics in human 

geographical enquiry. The under-theorisation of the journey as a site of 

meaningful experience is in part attributable to this pervasive sedentarism 

which has conceptualised particular forms of mobility in negative terms. 

The central currency of cultural geographic enquiry has long been space and 

place, which has been theorised as meaningful from a ‘dwelling’ perspective 

(Cresswell, 2006; Ingold, 2000; Tuan 1977, 1979; Urry, 2000). According to 



Heidegger, dwelling means to reside or stay, to be content or at home in a 

place (Heidegger in Urry, 2000:131). Cresswell (2006) comments in relation to 

Tuan’s work in the 1970s that mobility signifies the absence of commitment, 

involvement and attachment and therefore for Tuan, an excess of mobility 

produces placelessness (31). Similarly whilst the older work of David Seamon 

(for example 1979’s Geography of the Lifeworld) has without a doubt 

progressed theorisations of mobility and embodiment, place as a concept 

remains one which is still likely to be geographically located rather than 

practiced. Consequently whilst association, belonging and identity have been 

historically situated as the products of locality and fixity, mobility in human 

geographical enquiry is positioned as a threat to civilised society precisely 

because the association is seen to take place within static and located spaces 

(Urry, 2000:133). 

The corollary of this is an abundance of negative metaphors relating to 

particular forms of mobility. Sibley (1995) for example discusses how first 

gypsies and more recently new age travellers are deemed ‘out of place’ 

because their nomadic practices do not fit with dominant visions of the 

countryside as a pure place. In this reading, the mobility of certain groups 

transgresses the cultural boundaries of place to produce anxiety and 

uncertainty. Similarly Cresswell (1997, 1999) has written regarding the 

different ways in which mobility transgresses fixed categories and boundings 

of place, gender and class. Cresswell (1999) argues that the mobility of 

female tramps created anxieties through the transgression of normative ideas 

of gender and class which were rooted in particular places and settings (179). 

In 2006’s On the Move Cresswell relates how Taylorist theorisations of 

movement in the early 1900s attempted to eradicate inappropriate and 

superfluous embodied movements from workers and replace them with 

abstract and efficient movements (94). In these accounts too much mobility or 

the wrong type of mobility is perjoratively labelled as excessive or 

transgressive. 

In more recent years automobility has been the most popular vehicle for 

sedentarism in a number of guises. First and foremost, authors such as Augé, 

1995; Lefebvre, 1991; Sennett, 1994; Virillio 1986, 1994 have all commented 

on the distancing and insensate nature of driving. Augé (1995) for example 



appears to suggest that because we only pass through auto-spaces, because 

we often experience them in private with no direct social interactions, and 

because they are experienced largely visually (and may have little visual 

‘appeal’), then we do not find these spaces meaningful and hence they fail to 

become places. It would appear then that movement, particularly modern 

movement such as automobility, is more likely to produce placelessness; that 

is to say inauthentic and depthless places which lack the requisite attributes 

for meaningful social encounters. 

Similarly, in Flesh & Stone, Sennett (1994) emphasises the importance of 

mobility to how we experience the city and highlights the role of the sensorium 

in apprehending the city (15). Sennett, like Augé, lays much of the blame for 

the sensory impoverishment of the city at the feet of automobility, reasoning 

that modern forms of motion have both desensitised the body and made 

movement a more solitary practice (256). This, he argues, is due to the 

increasing emphasis on comfort in the 19th and 20th Centuries (1994:375). In 

both these readings, movement becomes something which prevents 

meaningful association and experience. 

Alongside readings of automobility as insensate and productive of 

placelessness, two related discourses dominate popular theorisations of 

automobility: one which laments the destructive capacities of driving at the 

scale of the fleshy body (Adams, 2004; Bohm et al, 2006; Bonham, 2006; 

Dery, 2006; Fincham, 2006; Freund & Martin, 2001; Redshaw, 2007; 

Whitelegg, 1987) and another which calls for less automobility and more 

appropriate forms of mobility because of environmental concerns at the wider 

local and global scales (Barr, 2003; Bickerstaff & Walker 1999, 2003; Button & 

Nijkamp, 1997; Cohen, 2006; Greene & Wegener, 1997; Kearns et al, 2003; 

Lattimer & Munro, 2006; Lucas, 1998; Newman et al, 1995). Whilst not strictly 

sedentarist, all of these accounts can be viewed as a form of sedentarist 

thinking in that they raise alarms over the amount and styles of mobility which 

prevail in modern life, positioning forms of movement such as driving (and 

increasingly flying) in overwhelmingly negative terms. 

 

 

 



The mobilities turn  
 

The project to move cycling (and mobility more generally) beyond transport 

and sedentarism has of late been materialised in cultural geographic enquiry 

with what has been labelled the mobilities turn (Sheller & Urry, 2006; Urry, 

2007). Taking ‘route’ in the 1990s through the mobile metaphors of academics 

like Cresswell (1997), Matless (1995), and Shields (1991), the mobilities turn 

has gathered pace on the premise that less generalised and more grounded 

social and cultural geographies of mobility need to be constructed (Law, 

1999:574). The mobilities turn therefore recognises that mobility and 

movement are entangled with relations of power, identity and embodiment 

that previous approaches tended to either sideline or ignore altogether.  

One strand of enquiry within the mobilities turn seeks to problematise the 

sedentarism (Cresswell 2006, Sheller & Urry 2006) of essentialist 

theorisations of place and mobility by asking if movement itself can be 

productive of meaningful associations. Such research seeks to locate 

attachments, belonging and alienation in terms of both people’s moorings and 

their mobilities from the bodily scale through to the global scale. A central 

concern is whether meaningful encounters can be generated through the 

practices of movement rather than through associations or encounters at 

particular fixed locations such as destination or origin. The project of working 

these questions into new research has been taken up with vigour in both 

geographical inquiry and related disciplines of sociology, urban design, 

architecture, cultural studies and anthropology. 

Robertson’s (2007) account of the M40 Westway (see also McCreery, 1995) 

for example suggests that textual readings of movement alone are insufficient. 

Robertson goes on to call for kinaesthetic and bodily engagement with the 

practices of driving, arguing that, “the shifting viewpoints in motion when 

driving, or, to use the architect Gorden Cullen’s language, its ‘serial vision’, 

constitute a particular visual sensitivity” (86). Similarly Edensor (2003) 

provides an account of car travel which seeks to illuminate the embodied and 

sensory production of meaning (151). Edensor asserts that his daily journey 

up the M6 motorway is comprised of numerous sensations, comforts, 

spectacles and diverting thoughts and incidents (ibid). He weaves together an 



account of driving made pleasurable through different ways of inhabiting the 

car as a ‘machinic complex’ (Sheller & Urry, 2000). Importantly Edensor does 

not deny the polluting and bodily consequences of automobility, rather he 

draws attention to other aspects of the practice and experience of driving 

which are often overlooked (for other ‘recuperative’ accounts of driving see 

also Carrabine & Longhurst, 2002; Delalex, 2003; Laurier, 2004; Miller, 2001; 

Raje, 2007; Sheller, 2004; Vaaranen & Wieloch, 2001). 

John Wylie in his work has highlighted that whilst walking is a diverse practice 

which spans a range of discursive (courtship, exercise,  pilgrimage) and 

modal engagements (promenading, pacing, hiking) (Wylie, 2005:235, see also 

Solnit (2001) on diverse experiences of walking), it can also be a profoundly 

sensory encounter where associations with the landscape cease to be 

dictated by location, but come to reside in a bodily association with the 

landscape where feelings such as exertion frame the experience (Wylie, 

2002). Lorimer & Lund (2003) note in their work on hill-walking that rather 

than simply goals and destinations, the meanings of mobility increasingly 

reside in, “…processes of getting there, and getting back, and being able to 

judge and examine skills and abilities in transit” (Lorimer & Lund, 2003:140). 

Similarly, Saville’s (2008) research on Parkour (free-running) relates “a feel 

for the sensuous connectedness of the emotional body” which refutes the idea 

of mobility as a finished product, instead focusing on the less representational 

elements of Parkour as a never finished process of attempting and trying. 

Work has also begun in similar veins with regard to other modes of mobility 

with work by Borden (2001) on skateboarding, Game (2001) on horse riding, 

Lewis (2000) on rock climbing, Thorpe (2005) on snowboarding and gender, 

Wheaton (2000) and Booth (1995) on surfing and style, and Ford & Brown 

(2006) on the embodied experience and technologies of surfing, Cresswell, 

(2006); Revill, (2004); Thrift (1997) and Thrift & Dewsbury (2000) on dance, 

and Adey (2004a, 2004b) and Cresswell (2006) on air travel and airports. 

In relation to cycling specifically, recent accounts have begun to problematise 

narrow readings of cycling as an environmental and transport practice with 

work on the technology of cycling (Cox & Van de Walle, 2007, Rosen, 1993), 

bicycle activism (Furness 2005, 2007; Horton, 2006, 2007; McKay, 1996), 

bicycle messengers (Fincham 2004, 2006, 2007; Kidder 2005), urban cycling 



(Jones 2006; Spinney 2007, 2008), road racing (Palmer 1996, Spinney 2006), 

mountain biking (Ruff & Mellors, 1993; Brown and Marshall, 2008), transport 

& identity (Skinner & Rosen, 2007), and mediatisation of cycling (Hengst, 

2000). 

Often misrepresented as a form of instrumental mobility, cycling has been 

marginalised as a social and leisure activity in the urban landscape. The same 

reductionist logics that have framed the bicycle as a vehicle have served to 

exclude it from public and pedestrian environments because it legally 

‘belongs’ on the roads and therefore must be too dangerous to safely mix with 

pedestrians. This preconception of what cycling should and should not be has 

resulted in a dearth of research relating to cycling as a form of urban leisure. 

Despite this material and discursive exclusion, in their everyday practices 

cyclists re-interpret the use of road and public spaces according to their 

distinctive embodied experience.  

Stevens (2007) suggests that people’s definitions of play often move beyond 

the simplified rational and instrumental definitions of function materialised in 

the urban environment (1). As a consequence, Franck & Stevens (2007) point 

to the existence of what they term loose spaces; spaces characterised by a 

‘looseness’ which facilitates unplanned uses. The liminality of these spaces is 

used variously to transgress, to display, to party and to meet. As well as 

skateboarding and in-line skating, Stevens (2007) focuses in particular on the 

role that cycling has in (mis)using such spaces. Stevens notes how different 

urban cyclists use various edges and surfaces beyond what was intended by 

the designers (144). Forms of urban leisure cycling such as BMX and trials 

riding in particular transgress spatial boundaries in the quest for heightened 

sensory experiences (particularly the kinaesthetic - the feeling of movement 

within the muscles and position of the body in space). Objects meant for static 

appreciation when used for hopping and jumping temporarily become 

something else. Stevens (2007) qualifies this, commenting that physical 

edges are used by riders because they afford “...sudden, thrilling exposure to 

shifts in height and speed” (144). As Stevens suggests, seemingly ephemeral 

aspects of cycling can be significant reasons why people do (or do not) cycle 

(Gatersleben & Appleton, 2008; Gatersleben & Uzzell, 2008). 



The work of Catherine Palmer (1996, 2001), and Spinney (2006) has drawn 

attention to the ways in which the practice of cycling is structured in relation to 

the bike, body and landscape to produce particular meanings of place. 

Palmer’s (1996) ethnographic study of French racing cyclists focused 

particular attention on the technology of the bike, but did so in a way which 

framed the meanings of the technology at more discursive and mediatised 

levels rather than at the bodily scale. The ‘kinaesthetic’ ethnographic work of 

Spinney (2006) with racing cyclists, whilst acknowledging the designed and 

discursive dimensions, has attempted to show how the meanings of 

technology are ‘tested’ and subsequently concretised through the practical 

conjoining of bike and body (see also Fournel, 2002). 

Cycling however is not only meaningful in the context of the journey itself. As 

a politicised practice, many forms of mobility become meaningful to people 

because of the networks that surround them, in the form of subcultures and 

various forms of activism. Fincham (2004, 2007) & Kidder (2005) have both 

conducted ethnographic studies of bicycle messengers in the UK and US 

respectively. Fincham focuses largely on the character of messenger work, its 

attendant risks and the ways in which these inform a messenger identity. 

Kidder’s account highlights the production of a messenger ‘style’ through 

clothes, technology and the risks of the job. O’Connor and Brown (2007) 

explore the production of group identity in road racing cultures through shared 

participation and emotional commonality. All three accounts point to the 

reworking of dominant meanings of the bike through specific embodied 

practices suggesting that the meanings of cycling are more fluid and complex 

than previous accounts have suggested.  

Furness (2005, 2007) discusses some of the ways in which the bicycle has 

become meaningful to a disparate group of punks, anarchists, socialists and 

environmentalists, for whom, “bicycles are not merely forms of transportation, 

rather, they are instruments of communication, sources of identity, vehicles for 

pleasure, and tools for technological, cultural, and political critique” (Furness, 

2005:iv). As Furness goes on to suggest, the bicycle thus assumes a liminal 

status in the urban environment because it is more than simply transport; it is 

many things to many people. What all of these accounts have in common is 

that they problematise the ‘black box’ of the bicycle and cycling practice and 



add to the richness of our understanding of what cycling and mobility more 

generally might mean and how they come to mean it. 

 

 

Mobile Methods 
 

Throughout this review I have commented upon what I see as the inadequacy 

of particular research methods to highlight the more intangible and ephemeral 

meanings of mobility. Accordingly one of the key purposes of this review is to 

suggest a move towards methods which have the ability to make visible some 

of the less tangible aspects of daily mobility. The methodological tool-kit of 

transport geography has been dominated by cost-benefit analysis, stated 

preference surveys and modelling. Whilst these tools might tell us something 

about the ‘rational(ised)’ push and pull and factors of cycling, they fail to 

unlock the more ‘unspeakable’ and ‘non-rational(ised)’ meanings of cycling 

which often reside in the sensory, embodied and social nature of its 

performance. 

Whilst cyclists do of course represent their experiences through various texts 

including magazines, chat rooms, blogs and still images, these sources can 

only tell us so much about the embodied experiences of cycling. In order to 

make the journey itself the focus and ‘location’ of fieldwork a reformed 

approach is perhaps required. Csordas (1999) asks “...whether it is sufficient 

to attend to the body or whether one must in addition attend with the body, 

now understood as a tool for research” (149). Stoller (1989, 1997) for one has 

written on the ways in which ethnographers’ experience in the field can be 

used to learn about sensory experience. Such approaches, it is argued, place 

an emphasis on experiential ethnography and individual subjectivity: “...the 

phenomenological ethnographer uses both body and intellect as research 

instruments and might understand personal experiences of cultural concepts 

that are otherwise untranslatable, through her or his own embodied 

experiences” (Pink, 2006:43). Certainly Palmer suggests that it is only, “…by 

actively participating in the painful practices of everyday life that the agony of 

cycling becomes comprehensible” (1996: 135). Such an approach 

foregrounds the kinaesthetic and embodied to interpret the practices that 



other riders engage in and talk about. An approach which foregrounds the 

body (of both the researcher and researched) has the potential to elicit 

alternative meanings of mobility. I would suggest that the immediacy of insight 

that such an approach allows is essential to the project of understanding 

space and place as fluid and contextualised constructions, a point made by 

Lorimer and Lund in relation to hill-walking: “ultimately, by moving and 

interacting with hill-walkers we ensured that our ideas emerged out of, and 

were re-worked and enriched through, direct embodied experience” (Lorimer 

& Lund, 2003:132). 

However, as Palmer (1996) has noted in her research on racing cyclists, the 

“...incessant movement between multiple sites of experience” of cyclists 

presents a range of problems (28, see also Brown, 2007). In an urban context 

these problems are intensified due to the impossibility of talking to cyclists 

whilst they are riding in traffic or performing movements which require intense 

concentration. Moreover in order to communicate meaning, experiences must 

at some point be represented in one form or other, and as Pow (2000) goes 

on to explain, it is often difficult for people to express their experience of 

senses other than vision due to the limited vocabularies associated with non-

visual dimensions (2000:169, see also Jarvinen, 2006). Compounding this 

problem is the fact that many sensations such as balance and touch are often 

fleeting and hidden moments of existence which do not lend themselves to 

expression or capture in the same ways as the visual or aural. A key problem 

therefore is that even if it were possible for people to articulate some of these 

more ephemeral experiences, how do we elicit these accounts in the context 

of practices where just keeping up with people is often impossible? 

 

Consequently cycling poses significant problems for the researcher in respect 

to eliciting embodied knowledges in the context of the practice itself (Brown, 

2008; Palmer, 1996; Spinney, 2006, 2007). Whilst there are a variety of 

methods used to address some of the problems of mobile researching 

(Latham, 2003; Watts & Urry, 2008), one possible way forward is to use video 

alongside more traditional oral accounts in order to keep as much of the 

context of practice as possible when it comes to interviewing participants. 

Video may seem like an odd choice because as a form of vision, it will be 



positioned by many in the social sciences as suspect. Nowhere is this 

suspicion more evident than in geography where as Crang (2003) notes, the 

detached and distancing gaze has been theorised as the (masculine) 

antithesis of collaborative and engaged qualitative work (2003:500, see for 

example Rose, 1993). Certainly Kindon (2003) suggests that given the 

association of the gaze and vision in geography it is not surprising that video 

has been little utilised (143). Ingold (2000) however, suggests that perhaps 

the association of vision and distance has more to do with the ways in which 

theorists have taken preconceived ideas about vision as other than active and 

generative into their studies (2000:253). Certainly it would appear that 

numerous cycling cultures have long used video to represent and 

communicate particular aspects of their practices. In this respect the use of 

video as a research tool is a belated attempt at utilising a tool which is already 

well established in certain circles.   

Macdougall (1997) for one suggests that much that can be said about the 

body, time, gender, identity, emotion and the senses may best be said 

through film because of its capacity for synaesthesia (1997:287 in Pink, 

2006:49) and certainly video is increasingly finding a place in social enquiry 

as evidenced by the release of Downing & Tenney’s (2008) edited collection 

of papers entitled Video Vision which outlines multiple uses of video in social 

scientific research. Parr (2007) for example has used video as part of a 

participative methodology to explore the worlds of those with mental health 

problems and Kindon (2003) has used video as part of a participatory feminist 

practice of looking (see also Pink, 2006; Shrum et al, 2005). 

A number of practitioners have begun to use video to research specific 

aspects of mobility. Laurier (2004) has used video in the context of research 

into driving in order to elicit more nuanced accounts of what people do whilst 

driving. His innovative use of method helps to unpack the line between A and 

B and highlight alternative meanings of journeying on the motorway. Such 

accounts explain travel choices in ways in which more removed 

methodological accounts cannot hope to. Pink (2007) has used the walk-

along technique with video to show how people perceive the environment 

through the senses and constitute place through everyday mundane practice. 

My own version of the ‘ride along’ method  (Spinney, 2006) with video in 



particular (Spinney, 2007) is similar to Laurier’s. By using techniques such as 

freeze framing and slow motion alongside an interview format, the researcher 

can more easily elicit previously under-explored meanings of the practice of 

cycling relating to the sensory, vulnerability and technology (see also Brown, 

2007; Mausner, 2008).  

This is not to suggest that video allows access to some kind of objective 

reality. It is rather to suggest that video can help participants and researchers 

alike bring into focus aspects of practice which have previously been blurred 

or out of shot. The advantage of incorporating a medium like video into the 

existing methodological tool kit is that the researcher can begin to explore 

how people use space and their bodies, how people interact with space, 

understand where and how they look, and ultimately gain a far more nuanced 

idea of how participants derive meanings through movement. As a result, the 

researcher is perhaps less likely to impose pre-conceived meanings of what 

cycling is upon static pre-existing subjects. Video has the potential to bring the 

researcher into the picture. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

With cycling firmly back on the policy agenda there has never been a better 

time to rethink how urban cycling is conceptualised and researched. In this 

review article I have argued that research into cycling and mobilities more 

generally needs to be pay attention to three things if it is to remain relevant. 

Firstly research on cycling needs to be less prescriptive in its idea of what 

cycling could be as a practice; this means paying attention to all forms and 

ways of cycling whether they are ‘appropriate’ or not. Only by doing so can 

research hope to represent all cycling cultures rather than a narrowly defined 

and officially sanctioned vision of cycling which arguably neglects much of 

what makes cycling meaningful to a diversity of people. Secondly, I have 

argued that research in the past has placed too little emphasis on the 

meanings of the journey itself, particularly those fleeting and ephemeral 

meanings which arise through cycling as an embodied and sensory practice. 

Much cycling research has been overly concerned with instrumental factors 



as entirely determining why and how people move around. However, 

consideration of sensory, kinaesthetic, political and symbolic factors needs to 

be more prominent in cycling research if more realistic understandings of 

people’s mobility and their travel choices are to be unearthed. Finally, and 

following on from these insights I have suggested that in order to materialise a 

revitalised research agenda for cycling, the existing methodological toolkit 

needs to be broadened out and altered in order to evoke and represent some 

of the more ‘unspeakable’ elements of mobile practice. Whilst there are many 

ways in which this could be done, I have begun to outline the contribution that 

video can make within the field of cycling research. 
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